FIVE LITTLE BUNNY RABBITS pdf
1: Preschool Express by Jean Warren
Watch our 'Five Little Bunnies' video and sing along with the kids! "Five Little Bunnies song" is made easy-to-learn and
easy-to-teach. Our "Easter song" uses simple words and is done at a pace.

Snowmen A counting fingerplay for winter. Five little snowmen standing round my door. This one melted and
then there were four. Four little snowmen beneath a green pine tree. This one melted and then there were
three. Three little snowmen with caps and mittens blue. This one melted and then there were two. Two little
snowmen standing in the sun. This one melted and then there was one. One little snowman started to run. But
he melted away and then there was none. Take a look at the Winter Theme for snowmen activities. Day and
Black History Month. Try these two preschool rhymes outside on a windy day. Five little kites flying high in
the sky Said, "Hi" to the cloud as it passed by, Said, "Hi" to the bird, said "Hi" to the sun, Said, "Hi" to an
airplane--oh what fun! Then whish went the wind, And they all took a dive: One, two, three, four, five. Kites
Go Up Young preschoolers can act out the words of this simple rhyme. The kites go up, the kites go down, In
and around, all over the town The children run and jump and play, Because they love a windy day. A counting
and color rhyme for Easter Five little Easter eggs, lovely colors wore, Mother ate the blue one, then there were
four. Four little Easter eggs, two and two you see, Daddy ate the red one, then there were three. Three little
Easter eggs, before I knew, Sister ate the yellow one, then there were two. Two little Easter eggs, oh what fun,
Brother ate the purple one, then there was one. One little Easter egg, see me run, I ate the green one, then there
were none. Preschool children act out this rhyme Can you make a rabbit With two ears, so very long hold up
fingers And let him hop, hop, hop about hop On legs so small and strong? He nibbles, nibbles carrots For his
dinner every day; As soon as he has had enough He scampers fast away!
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2: Rabbit - Wikipedia
The five rabbits yawned and went to sleep, sleep, sleep See more of our Fingerplays, Preschool, Animals and Action
Song Lyrics Many thanks to Mar. Harman for permission to display these lyric excerpts.

This Care2 favorite was originally posted on April 15, Rabbits are intelligent, social, very clean â€” and
definitely not starter pets, as some people believe them to be. Rabbits are not the same species as hares ,
which, among other characteristics, are larger and less social. Rabbits, hares and pikas , a mouselike
burrowing animal, belong to the order of lagomorphs. They were classified as rodents until Rabbits definitely
deserve their reputation for fertility. Does are pregnant for 30 days and may have a litter of four to 12 babies,
called kits â€” short for kittens. Bunnies can start reproducing as young as four months old, and they can have
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren during their lifetimes. Aside from the above fact, another
good reason to spay or neuter pet rabbits is because it will make them live longer. Lots and lots of chewing,
that is â€” about times a minute. Like cats, rabbits can be trained to use a litter box. Rabbits eat their poop.
Icky, yes, but they have to do it. This makes them good pets for working people. Rabbits need about four
hours of exercise and playtime a day to keep them happy and help prevent osteoporosis. They can pick up
sounds from every direction and are capable of hearing from two directions at the same time. Jim, the
Photographer In the wild, rabbits live in burrows called warrens. After cats and dogs, rabbits are the third
most popular pet in the United States â€” and, unfortunately, the pet most frequently abandoned. Here are five
good reasons why.
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3: 5 Ways to Care for a New Pet Rabbit - wikiHow
Five little bunny rabbits standing by the door, One hopped away and then there were four.

Bouncy bunnies to the right Move fingers to right. Bouncy bunnies get in bed Put head on hands like sleeping
Off to bed, you sleepy heads pretend to sleep Hop Little Bunnies Verse 1: Have your children pretend to sleep
while you sing. See those little bunnies sleeping, until its nearly noon, Let us gently waken them, with our
merry tune, oh how still, are they ill, wake up soon, Verse 2: Have your children wake up and jump and clap
while singing Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop Hop little bunnies, hop, hop,
hop Hop little bunnies, and stop. Is that a bunny habit? He never said a word: The Fluffy Little Rabbits The
fluffy little rabbits so soft and white, Place hands on head to represent rabbit ears. Went looking for some
carrots in the dark, dark night. Look, holding your hand over your eyes. The fluffy little rabbits found a garden
so big, Extend your arms outward. So they jumped into the garden and began to dig. Jump; then pretend to
dig. They ate the crunchy carrots so orange and bright, Pretend to eat a carrot. Till they heard some footsteps
coming and they froze in fright. Pretend to be frightened. Then the fluffy little rabbits heard the farmer say,
Listen: Hop, little rabbit, one, two, three. Hop, little rabbit, hop to me. Little Easter bunny hides them
everywhere Little Easter bunny goes hopping, hopping Little Easter bunny foes hop, hop, hop Little Easter
bunny goes hopping, hopping Little Easter bunny goes hop, hop, hop! The Easter eggs are lovely, with swirls
on them because, The Easter Bunny paints them with her little furry paws. I need marshmallow bunnies and a
little chocolate chick. Funny Bunny Little Easter, the comedienne bunny, Tried too hard at being funny. She
juggled and she dropped the eggs They fell and smashed between her legs. Poor Easter left the stage in shame
And thought that she might change her name. The Bunny Pokey Sung to the Tune: Hokey-Pokey You put
your bunny ears in, You put your bunny ears out. You put your bunny ears in, And you shake them all about.
And two pink eyes about this small, went hop, hop, hopping to get some lunch. Mister Rabbit Mister Rabbit in
the carrot patch Digging up the carrots. He ate the first little carrot, round and fat. He ate the second little
carrot just like that. He ate the third little carrot, orange and sweet. He ate the fourth little carrot, what a treat!
Mister Rabbit in the carrot patch Digging up the carrots. Five Bunny Rabbits Five bunny rabbits sitting by my
door One hopped away and then there were four. Four bunny rabbits sleeping near a tree One hopped away
and then there were three. Three bunny rabbits now what will they do? One hopped away and then there were
two. Two bunny rabbits resting in the sun. One hopped away and then there was one. One bunny rabbit left all
alone. He hopped off down the road maybe to your home.
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4: Five Little Rabbits: Song Lyrics and Sound Clip
Oh! Little bunny rabbit, Hopping here and hopping there! Oh! Little bunny rabbit, Hopping, hopping everywhere! Now
your nose begins to jiggle, And your ears begin to wiggle.

Email Thinkstock Looking for a pet who is as interactive as a puppy but not as demanding? What about a
bunny? Rabbits make wonderful pets in the right situations. Here are some great reasons bunnies are
beneficial: If you live in an apartment building or have nearby neighbors, animal sounds can be a big concern.
Generally, though, rabbits make little to no noise. Rabbits have personality plus. These animals can be
charming, affectionate and very interactive. When choosing a bunny as a pet, spend some time getting to know
him before you decide to take him home to be sure his personality fits yours. Just like more traditional pets,
some bunnies are rambunctious and playful, while others may be more shy and reserved. Rabbits bond closely
with their owners. They recognize them by voice and sight and will even come on command. Bunnies may
even follow their owners from room to room and jump up on their laps when called. Rabbits need less space
than other pets. As long as bunnies get a couple of hours of exercise running around outside of their cages in a
bunny-safe room or house, they may be kept in relatively small cages. The space needs to be large enough for
them to stretch out in and allow room for a litter pan in one corner and a feeding station for hay and pellets in
another. Some rabbits also like an upside-down box to hide in. Rabbits are easily trained. Bunnies can be
trained not only to use a litterbox , but also to run through obstacle courses and to do tricks. Using the
principles of positive reinforcement training, rabbit owners can encourage their pets to learn certain behaviors
by repeatedly rewarding them with special treats when they perform these behaviors. With just a few minutes
of training a day, rabbits can learn to jump through hoops, retrieve items and run through mazes.
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5: 20 Fascinating Facts About Rabbits | Care2 Causes
Bunny Songs, Poems, & Fingerplays. One Little Bunny. One little bunny Peeking through the grass When she/he sees
me He/she ducks down fast! Twelve Little Rabbits.

Pass rabbits to the left and repeat. Sneaky Bunny Visit Whilst the children are playing outdoors I hide small
easter eggs around the room. Then I make bunny prints on the floor and carpet. I use talcum powder with a
bunny print template. Shake enough powder to make the print look real. Often they place their foot on top and
follow them. Bunny Hat Match Cut out different colored bunnies and matching hats. Attach the bunnies to a
manila folder and let your children match the hats to the corresponding bunny. Have your children hop like
bunnies and pick up Easter Eggs. They then have to hop back and put the eggs in another basket. Then the
next child goes. All the children are sitting in circle. One stands in the corner and counts to ten Easter Eggs.
Meanwhile one of the children in the circle is given a paper egg to sit on. All the children chant: Somebody
stole it from your home. Then the cycle continues until everyone has had a turn. Bouncy bunnies to the right
Move fingers to right. Bouncy bunnies get in bed Put head on hands like sleeping Off to bed, you sleepy heads
pretend to sleep Hop Little Bunnies Verse 1: Have your children pretend to sleep while you sing. See those
little bunnies sleeping, until its nearly noon, Let us gently waken them, with our merry tune, oh how still, are
they ill, wake up soon, Verse 2: Have your children wake up and jump and clap while singing Hop little
bunnies, hop, hop, hop Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop Hop little bunnies, hop, hop, hop Hop little bunnies,
and stop. Is that a bunny habit? He never said a word: The fluffy little rabbits so soft and white, Place hands
on head to represent rabbit ears. Went looking for some carrots in the dark, dark night. Look, holding your
hand over your eyes. The fluffy little rabbits found a garden so big, Extend your arms outward. So they
jumped into the garden and began to dig. Jump; then pretend to dig. They ate the crunchy carrots so orange
and bright, Pretend to eat a carrot. Till they heard some footsteps coming and they froze in fright. Pretend to
be frightened. Then the fluffy little rabbits heard the farmer say, Listen: Bunny Pokey Sung to: You put your
bunny ears in. And you shake them all about. Hop, little rabbit, one, two, three. Hop, little rabbit, hop to me.
The Easter eggs are lovely, with swirls on them because, The Easter Bunny paints them with her little furry
paws. I need marshmallow bunnies and a little chocolate chick. Funny Bunny Little Easter, the comedienne
bunny, Tried too hard at being funny. She juggled and she dropped the eggs They fell and smashed between
her legs. Poor Easter left the stage in shame And thought that she might change her name. You can help us
make this theme even better! All of our theme ideas have come from our imagination and from reader
submissions. Please use this form to contact us if you have crafts, activities, games, recipes, songs or poems
that you would like us to add to this theme. Related Activities for Children.
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6: How to Care for a Rabbit (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Rhymes: Print bunny pattern on heavy printing paper and have children color them. Cut them out and glue a craft stick
to their backs. Hand out the five bunnies to five children and recite rhyme.

Has a habit that is funny. Eyes on the sides of my head. I see to the left and right, Behind me and ahead. I am a
little bunny, These are my very long ears. They help me hear many sounds, I can hear from far and near. I am
a little bunny, My strong legs are for jumping. Warning others of danger, I use my feet for thumping. I am a
mother bunny, With a white and fluffy tail. I lift it up into the air, Babies now follow my trail. This Little
Bunny This little bunny has two pink eyes. This little bunny is very wise. This little bunny is soft as silk. This
little bunny is white as milk. This little bunny nibbles away At cabbages and carrots the livelong day! Funny
Ears Here is a bunny with ears so funny And here is his hole in the ground. When a noise he hears, he pricks
up his ears, And jumps in his hole in the ground. He nibbles, nibbles carrots For his dinner every day And as
soon as he has had enough He hops, hops, hops away. Robbie the Rabbit Robbie the Rabbit is fat, fat, fat His
soft little paws go pat, pat, pat His soft little ears go flop, flop, flop And when Robbie runs, he goes hop, hop,
hop. Little Peter Rabbit had a fly upon his ear. And he flicked it till it flew away! The Rabbit Brown bunny
sites inside his burrow Till everything is still, Then out he slips along the furrow, Or up the grassy hill. He
nibbles all about the bushes, Or sits to wash his face, But at a sound he stamps, and rushes At a surprising
pace. You see some little streaks and flashes, A last sharp twink of white, And down his hidy-hole he dashes
And disappears from sight. There is nothing so sweet as a bunny A dear, little, sweet, little bunny He can hop
on his toes He can wiggle his nose And his powder puff tail is quite funny. Rabbits My two white rabbits
chase each other With bumping backs.
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7: Bunny Poems and Songs | 21 Fun Spring Easter Poems - NANA'S CORNER
Sleeping Bunnies | Plus Lots More Nursery Rhymes | 65 Minutes Compilation from LittleBabyBum! Little Baby Bum Nursery Rhymes & Kids Songs. Little Baby Bum | Bunny Hop Hop.

Preschool and up Synopsis: Bunny Rabbit is tattered and torn--but Micah loves Bunny Rabbit. When Mama
takes Micah to the toy store to buy a new bunny, he sees shelves full of new stuffed animals. None can
compare with Bunny Rabbit. Micah loves his rabbit above all others. Song There was a little bunny who lived
in the wood. Unhappy being a bunny, P. Funnybunny tries living with bears, birds, beavers, pigs, moose,
possums, and skunks. Toddler and up Synopsis: During a bedtime game, every time Little Nutbrown Hare
demonstrates how much he loves his father, Big Nutbrown Hare gently shows him that the love is returned
even more. His friends are bringing dogs and birds, and he is going to enter the cat who lives near by. The
contest is about to start. What can Archie do? After planting the garden he has dreamed of for years, Mr.
McGreely tries to find a way to keep some persistent bunnies from eating all his vegetables. Trixie, Daddy,
and Knuffle Bunny take a trip to the neighborhood Laundromat. But the exciting adventure takes a dramatic
turn when Trixie realizes somebunny was left behind. Good Night Moon Age Level: Classic story of bunny
and mother at bedtime. Something always seems to go wrong when Rabbit is around, but Mouse lets him play
with his toy plane anyway because he is his good friend. A little rabbit cannot fall asleep because he finds the
night dark and scary, but when he watches it with his grandfather he sees it full of stars and crickets and moon.
A young boy describes the things he would do if the rabbit in his drawing were real. Rabbit Surprise by Eric
L. Houck, Jr Age Level: Richard Fox must rely on a trick of his own when a magic hat left at his door
produces more and more rabbits. A counting rhyme with illustrations of rabbits in Native American costume,
depicting traditional customs such as rain dances, hunting, and smoke signals. Space race version of the
classic fable. Rabbit leaves her warm dark burrow and discovers that spring has come. Two rabbits made with
a pencil and scissors become real after eating a real carrot. He likes to nibble carrots, and he hops wherever he
goes. Here Is a Bunny Here is a bunny with ears so funny. And here is his hole in the ground. When a sharp
noise he hears, he pricks up his ears, And hops in a hole in the ground. Run Little Rabbit Run little rabbit,
climb up right here. The Cat and the Bunny Creeping, creeping, creeping.
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8: CanTeach: Songs & Poems - Rabbits
2. Rabbits, hares and pikas, a mouselike burrowing animal, belong to the order of www.enganchecubano.com were
classified as rodents until 3. You probably know a doe as a female deer, but it's also true â€” albeit a little less lyrical â€”
that a doe is a rabbit, a female rabbit.

History[ edit ] Miffy was created in after Bruna had been telling his one-year-old son, Sierk, stories about a
little rabbit they had seen earlier in the dunes, [1] while on holiday at Egmond aan Zee. Miffy became a
female after Bruna decided that he wanted to draw a dress and not trousers on his rabbit. Depending on the
story, Miffy can range in age from being a baby to being four years old. At first Miffy looked like a toy animal
with floppy ears, but by , she looked the way we see her today, a stylized form of a rabbit. Miffy is drawn in a
graphic style, with minimalist black graphic lines. Bruna chooses to only use black, white, the primary colors
red, yellow and blue , green and orange. It is his use of primarily primary colors that makes Miffy instantly
recognisable, and also popular with preschoolers, because of her bright and intense simplistic colors. There are
now almost 32 Miffy titles and many more for the other characters. Bruna has produced a total of picture
books for children. The Miffy books each contain twelve pages of story. Each page has one illustration and
four lines of verse, the last word of the second line rhymes with the last of the fourth. They are written about
things that children can understand, and situations they will face such as going to the hospital and going to
school, and they always have a happy ending. The books are printed in small format. Bruna considers it
important that his audience feels that his books are there for them, not for their parents. Most Miffy books
have an advisory reading level of age 4 to 8 years. The other characters that appear in the books are her
family: She also has many friends, Boris and Barbara Bear, who first appeared in and are boyfriend and
girlfriend, Poppy Pig, who appeared in , and her niece Grunty, Snuffy, who appeared in , and other bunnies
such as Aggie and Melanie. This unauthorised use of the character spread [3] and Miffy became a mascot for
groups involved in radical ecological direct action. Each episode was traditionally animated and ran for
approximately five minutes. It then moved to public television. It was voiced simply by a feminine storytelling
narrator. The Miffy brand is popular in Japan , with strong sales of Japanese-made Miffy merchandise. Try to
make something that you think of yourself". Instead of continuing the court battle, the two companies
announced that they would donate the legal fees to help the earthquake victims. Little Nijntje Square, to retain
the rhyme and in , the Centraal Museum opened a permanent exhibition, the dick bruna huis Dick Bruna
house. This was marked in cities across the globe, for example, at the Manchester Art Gallery in England. She
also serves a "celebrity character spokesperson" for Unicef. The insect was given the scientific name
Trichadenotecnum miffy in , because its epiproct, an appendage on its abdomen, resembles a small rabbit.
Miffy is a little girl rabbit. She likes to draw. She also likes to play with her friends. Miffy and her school
friends have been friends for a very long time. He sits next to Miffy at school. Father and Mother Bunny:
Father and Mother Bunny live in a little white house with a red roof. They often take Miffy to the zoo, the
playground, or the museum. Grandpa and Grandma Bunny: Miffy loves to go and visit them. The new baby is
still a tiny baby. Snuffy is a female dog. She has three puppies. Boris Bear lives in the little wooden house
near the woods with his girlfriend, Barbara Bear. Poppy Pig lives in a lovely little house with little plants
beneath the windows. Wanders Publishers, Zwolle,
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9: Bunny Benefits: 10 Reasons a Rabbit Might Be the Pet for You
One little bunny can easily find a whole lot of trouble in an average home. Because rabbits like to chew, make sure that
all electrical cords are out of reach and outlets are covered. Chewing through a plugged-in cord can result in severe
injury or even death.

Hare Hares are precocial , born relatively mature and mobile with hair and good vision, while rabbits are
altricial , born hairless and blind, and requiring closer care. Hares and cottontail rabbits live a relatively
solitary life in a simple nest above the ground, while most rabbits live in social groups underground in
burrows or warrens. Hares are generally larger than rabbits, with ears that are more elongated, and with hind
legs that are larger and longer. Hares have not been domesticated , while descendants of the European rabbit
are commonly bred as livestock and kept as pets. Domestic rabbit Rabbits have long been domesticated.
Beginning in the Middle Ages , the European rabbit has been widely kept as livestock , starting in ancient
Rome. Selective breeding has generated a wide variety of rabbit breeds , many of which since the early 19th
century are also kept as pets. Some strains of rabbit have been bred specifically as research subjects. As
livestock, rabbits are bred for their meat and fur. The earliest breeds were important sources of meat, and so
became larger than wild rabbits, but domestic rabbits in modern times range in size from dwarf to giant.
Rabbit fur, prized for its softness, can be found in a broad range of coat colors and patterns, as well as lengths.
The Angora rabbit breed, for example, was developed for its long, silky fur, which is often hand-spun into
yarn. Other domestic rabbit breeds have been developed primarily for the commercial fur trade , including the
Rex , which has a short plush coat. Rabbits have two sets of incisor teeth, one behind the other. This way they
can be distinguished from rodents , with which they are often confused. However, recent DNA analysis and
the discovery of a common ancestor has supported the view that they do share a common lineage, and thus
rabbits and rodents are now often referred to together as members of the superorder Glires. Though
plantigrade at rest, rabbits are on their toes while running, assuming a more digitigrade form. Rabbits use their
strong claws for digging and along with their teeth for defense. Each hind foot has four toes but no dewclaw.
The soft coat of the wild rabbit is agouti in coloration or, rarely, melanistic , which aids in camouflage. The
tail of the rabbit with the exception of the cottontail species is dark on top and white below. Cottontails have
white on the top of their tails. The anatomy of rabbits hind limbs are structurally similar to that of other land
mammals and contribute to their specialized form of locomotion. The Bones of the hind limbs consist of long
bones the femur, tibia, fibula, and phalanges as well as short bones the tarsals. These bones are created
through endochondral ossification during development. The femur articulates with the tibia, but not the fibula,
which is fused to the tibia. The tibia and fibula articulate with the tarsals of the pes, commonly called the foot.
The hind limbs of the rabbit are longer than the front limbs. This allows them to produce their hopping form of
locomotion. Longer hind limbs are more capable of producing faster speeds. Hares , which have longer legs
than cottontail rabbits , are able to move considerably faster. The hind feet have four long toes that allow for
this and are webbed to prevent them from spreading when hopping. Instead, they have coarse compressed hair
that offers protection. Rabbits have muscled hind legs that allow for maximum force, maneuverability, and
acceleration that is divided into three main parts; foot, thigh, and leg. The hind limbs of a rabbit are an
exaggerated feature, that are much longer than the forelimbs providing more force. Rabbits run on their toes to
gain the optimal stride during locomotion. The force put out by the hind limbs is contributed to both the
structural anatomy of the fusion tibia and fibula, and muscular features. Action pressure from muscles creates
force that is then distributed through the skeletal structures. Rabbits that generate less force, putting less stress
on bones are more prone to osteoporosis due to bone rarefaction. For example, hares have a greater resistant to
fatigue than cottontails. The quadricep muscles are in charge of force production when jumping.
Complimenting these muscles are the hamstrings which aid in short bursts of action. These muscles play off of
one another in the same way as the plantar flexors and doriflexors, contributing to the generation and actions
associated with force. In the family leporidae , the ears are typically longer than they are wide. For example, in
black tailed jack rabbits , their long ears cover a greater surface area relative to their body size that allow them
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to detect predators from far away. Contrasted to cotton tailed rabbits, their ears are smaller and shorter,
requiring predators to be closer to detect them before fleeing. Evolution has favored rabbits to have shorter
ears so the larger surface area does not cause them to lose heat in more temperate regions. The opposite can be
seen in rabbits that live in hotter climates, mainly because they possess longer ears that have a larger surface
area that help with dispersion of heat as well as the theory that sound does not travel well in more arid air,
opposed to cooler air. Therefore, longer ears are meant to aid the organism in detecting prey sooner rather than
later in warmer temperatures. The ear muscles also aid in maintaining balance and movement when fleeing
predators. The three ossicles are called hammer, anvil, and stirrup and act to decrease sound before it hits the
inner ear. In general, the ossicles act as a barrier to the inner ear for sound energy. After receiving the energy,
later within the inner ear there are two parts: Within the cochlea there is a basilar membrane that contains
sensory hair structures utilized to send nerve signals to the brain so it can recognize different sound
frequencies. Within the vestibular apparatus the rabbit possesses three semicircular canals to help detect
angular motion. Homeostasis of body temperature is maintained by the use of their large, highly vascularized
ears that are able to change the amount of blood flow that passes through the ears. Rabbits use their large
vascularized ears which aid in thermoregulation to keep their body temperature at an optimal level.
Constriction and dilation of blood vessels in the ears are used to control the core body temperature of a rabbit.
If the core temperature exceeds its optimal temperature greatly, blood flow is constricted to limit the amount
of blood going through the vessels. With this constriction, there is only a limited amount of blood that is
passing through the ears where ambient heat would be able to heat the blood that is flowing through the ears
and therefore, increasing the body temperature. When the ears are constricted it again limits blood flow
through the ears to conserve the optimal body temperature of the rabbit. If the ambient temperature is either 15
degrees above or below the optimal body temperature, the blood vessels will dilate. With the blood vessels
being enlarged, the blood is able to pass through the large surface area which causes it to either heat or cool
down. During the summer, the rabbit has the capability to stretch its pinnae which allows for greater surface
area and increase heat dissipation. In the winter, the rabbit does the opposite and folds its ears in order to
decrease its surface area to the ambient air which would decrease their body temperature. The jackrabbit has
the largest ears within the Oryctolagus cuniculus group. Their large pinna were evolved to maintain
homeostasis while in the extreme temperatures of the desert. Digestion Rabbits are herbivores that feed by
grazing on grass , forbs , and leafy weeds. In consequence, their diet contains large amounts of cellulose ,
which is hard to digest. Rabbits solve this problem via a form of hindgut fermentation. They pass two distinct
types of feces: Rabbits reingest their own droppings rather than chewing the cud as do cows and numerous
other herbivores to digest their food further and extract sufficient nutrients. These are only released outside the
burrow and are not reingested. Soft pellets are usually produced several hours after grazing, after the hard
pellets have all been excreted. This means that most of their digestion takes place in their large intestine and
cecum. Rabbits eat these to meet their nutritional requirements; the mucous coating allows the nutrients to
pass through the acidic stomach for digestion in the intestines. This process allows rabbits to extract the
necessary nutrients from their food. The soft feces form here and contain up to five times the vitamins of hard
feces. After being excreted, they are eaten whole by the rabbit and redigested in a special part of the stomach.
The pellets remain intact for up to six hours in the stomach; the bacteria within continue to digest the plant
carbohydrates. This double-digestion process enables rabbits to use nutrients that they may have missed
during the first passage through the gut, as well as the nutrients formed by the microbial activity and thus
ensures that maximum nutrition is derived from the food they eat. Sleep non-human Rabbits may appear to be
crepuscular , but their natural inclination is toward nocturnal activity. In addition to being at risk of disease
from common pathogens such as Bordetella bronchiseptica and Escherichia coli , rabbits can contract the
virulent, species-specific viruses RHD "rabbit hemorrhagic disease", a form of calicivirus [38] or
myxomatosis. Among the parasites that infect rabbits are tapeworms such as Taenia serialis , external parasites
including fleas and mites , coccidia species, and Toxoplasma gondii. For instance, in Mediterranean Europe,
rabbits are the main prey of red foxes, badgers, and Iberian lynxes. Rabbits have a remarkably wide field of
vision, and a good deal of it is devoted to overhead scanning. Their strong teeth allow them to eat and to bite
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in order to escape a struggle. A group of burrows is called a warren. They are not naturally found in most of
Eurasia , where a number of species of hares are present. The European rabbit has been introduced to many
places around the world. Rabbits in Australia Rabbits have been a source of environmental problems when
introduced into the wild by humans. As a result of their appetites, and the rate at which they breed, feral rabbit
depredation can be problematic for agriculture. Gassing , barriers fences , shooting, snaring, and ferreting have
been used to control rabbit populations, but the most effective measures are diseases such as myxomatosis
myxo or mixi, colloquially and calicivirus. In Europe, where rabbits are farmed on a large scale, they are
protected against myxomatosis and calicivirus with a genetically modified virus. The virus was developed in
Spain, and is beneficial to rabbit farmers. If it were to make its way into wild populations in areas such as
Australia, it could create a population boom, as those diseases are the most serious threats to rabbit survival.
Rabbits in Australia and New Zealand are considered to be such a pest that land owners are legally obliged to
control them.
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